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Pol ar Mari n er
By Tom Woodfield

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Captain Woodfield made 20 seasonal voyages to the
Antarctic on three research ships between 1955 and 1974. Starting as a Junior Deck Officer he
worked for The Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey which in 1964 became the British Antarctic
Survey. He played a paramount role in the gradual change from using under-powered and poorlyequipped ships to the professionally-managed and sophisticated vessels of his last command.The
arts of exploration and survival during his early years in this majestic but unforgiving continent are
described as attempts were made to establish research stations, support science, and survey in
totally uncharted, ice-filled waters amidst often ferocious weather. Dramatic stories are featured
such as the near loss of a ship in pack ice, the stranding of another in hurricane force winds and the
collapse of an ice-cliff onto the vessel The pioneers of Antarctic exploration, the area's history, the
hardships and incredible achievements of those original seafarers are described.Yet polar
navigation during the author's years was not without peril and the near loss in ice of his first ship,
the RRS Shackleton, the demise of her Master, and his ill-judged replacement and consequent
dramas are fully told. After a voyage...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through pdf. It is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. I am just very happy to let you know that this is actually
the greatest pdf we have go through in my individual life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Pete B osco
Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Pr of. La wson Stokes IV
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